Keep buildings safe from moisture getting through irregular penetrations by using JM Single Ply Liquid Flashing. It’s formulated to work best with JM systems—apply it around angle iron, co-located pipes, I-beams and any other difficult penetrations to help prevent water from seeping in.

Eligible to be part of the 20-year JM Single Ply system Peak Advantage® Guarantee.

**Make the job easier.** Go with this smart solution for application around angle iron, co-located pipes, I-beams and any other irregular or difficult penetrations.

1. Prime the surfaces
2. Cut and place the scrims
3. Embed them in liquid membrane

Keep JM Single Ply Liquid Flashing top of mind the next time you have to work with more difficult and irregular penetrations.

Access our training library for JM Single Ply Liquid Flashing resources, including an in-depth how-to video, an installation guide, product details and technical information.

Get all of your JM Single Ply Liquid Flashing Resources here: [https://www2.jm.com/splf](https://www2.jm.com/splf)